
A woman in history tells the fascinating story of the life and work
of Eileen Power, a major British historian who once ranked in
fame alongside Tawney, Trevelyan and Toynbee. Drawing on
Eileen Power's personal correspondence and diaries, as well as
the vivid memories of the many people who knew her, Maxine
Berg recreates the life of this charismatic personality whose
interests were a potent and exotic mixture of medieval history
and literature, the new social sciences and China.

Eileen Power was the best-known medieval historian of the
interwar years. She wrote one of the classic medieval histories,
Medieval people, which is still in print today. An active participant
in the campaign for women's suffrage, she became one of the
first writers and teachers of women's history. She made her
career as lecturer then as professor at the London School of
Economics and, together with R. H. Tawney, turned a frontier
subject, economic and social history, into a prominent part of
the historical disciplines. She defined her subject as comparative
and international in her passionate engagement with the forces
of nationalism and militarism. Her major works on trade,
merchants and comparative economic history were conveyed in
writing that was individual and human, rich in narrative and
ranging widely over time and place. In her evangelism for the
subject on the lecture platform, on the radio, through the press
and in the school-book, she made her subject glamorous, and
her history became compelling reading and listening to a whole
generation. Yet when she died prematurely at the age of fifty-
one, her legacy to history was lost, and now we have largely
forgotten her and the passions that drove her to write history.
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Preface

Like many economic historians of my generation, I first read Medieval
People and The Medieval Wool Trade when I was an undergraduate, but
reflected little on the historian who wrote them. Medieval Women, first
published during the 1970s, was a founding text and inspiration of the
new women's history. Passed among graduate students and young
lecturers, it was a bond among female historians. But I only discovered
Eileen Power as a historical figure in her own right during the early
1980s when I was writing my book The Age of Manufactures. This was a
study of industries and work during the eighteenth century, empha-
sising the place of family and women's labour. My secondary sources
were limited, and I was drawn back to books written by Alice Clark,
Dorothy George, Joyce Dunlop, Dorothy Marshall and Lilian
Knowles. The prefaces to their books established their connections
with each other through the LSE, and in some cases also through
Girton College, Cambridge. Eileen Power's name appeared fre-
quently in these prefaces and in many others of the period as my net
spread wider. A search for material on the eighteenth-century
economy thus opened my eyes to the existence to a whole group of
female economic historians writing in the interwar years, and to the
central place played in this group by a medieval historian. I told the
story of these 'first women economic historians' at a launching session
of the Women's Committee of the Economic History Society at the
annual conference of the Society in 1988.1 decided thereafter to focus
on Eileen Power. Not a biographer by experience or inclination, I owe
this change in my approach to a suggestion made by Sir Keith Thomas
after a seminar presentation of an early version of the paper in 1989.

I have not written this biography as a professional and official
biographer with access to a large body of family papers. Indeed, I
was told at an early stage that Eileen Power's personal papers had
been destroyed by her sisters after her death. My concerns are not

xui
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xiv Preface

those of the political biographers, Valets to the famous', now in a
state of anxiety over the literary merit of their enterprises.1 Nor are
they those of the medieval historian. But I am an economic historian
and a female historian. As a biography this book makes no claims to
be definitive; new material and new perspectives in future will, no
doubt, recast some of what I have written. I have tried to set Eileen
Power in the intellectual and cultural history of her generation, to
analyse her work and the contribution she made, and with this to
uncover what I could from fragmentary evidence the details of her
personal life, the longings and disappointments as well as the
successes and pleasures she experienced as a woman. I hope the
picture that emerges of her provides the combination of serious
analysis of her work and reconstruction of the personality that made
her so much more than the books and articles she wrote.

I am grateful to the Women's Committee for support, and for the
new focus of interest it gave me in the historical association founded
seventy years ago by Eileen Power, R. H. Tawney and Ephraim
Lipson. Many members of the Society have been very generous with
ideas and suggestions, and sometimes recollections. Negley Harte
and Theo Barker, guardians of the Society's memory, had not
thought much about the women before, but they then told me many
stories and put me on to many connections. John Hatcher helped me
with the medievalists and with some key sources. Maurice Beresford
and the late William Ashworth gave me their memories. I have
interviewed and spoken to many others: Marjorie Chibnall, Eliza-
beth Crittall, Sir Raymond Firth, Sir John and Lady Habakkuk,
Christopher and Bridget Hill, Joan Thirsk, Sir Isaiah Berlin, Lord
Briggs, A. F. Thompson, Professor Chimen Abramsky, Jean Floud,
Marjorie Durbin, Nadine Marshall, Sir Michael and Lady Clapham,
Martin Robertson and Eleanor Robertson. I have corresponded with
and talked to many others too numerous to list, but their names
appear in various footnotes.

Two key articles helped me during the early stages of my writing —
Joan Thirsk's foreword to Women in English Society 1500-1800 edited by
Mary Prior, and Natalie Zemon Davis' 'History's two bodies'.2 I
have been grateful for suggestions and information at an early stage

1 See Ben Pimlott, Frustrate Their Knavish Tricks: Writings on Biography, History and Politics
(London, 1994); short version in The Independent on Sunday, 14 August 1994, 24-6.

2 Joan Thirsk, 'Foreword', in Mary Prior (ed.), Women in English Society 1500-1800 (London,
1985), pp. 1-21; Natalie Zemon Davis, 'History's two bodies', American Historical Review, 93
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Preface xv

to Peter Linebaugh, Ludmilla Jordanova, Jay Winter and Fernanda
Perrone. Kate Perry, the archivist of Girton College, Cambridge and
Lois Reynolds, research assistant on the History of the School
Project at the London School of Economics (and also my indexer),
gave me more support and information than anyone could expect.
The Simm Fellowship at the University of Manchester gave me a
year's teaching leave to research and to write. Eileen Power recog-
nised the significance of female friends to her life, her career and her
writing. Ruth Pearson, Phyllis Mack and Pat Hudson have played
that part in my life. John Robertson, Elspeth Robertson and Phyllis
Mack read my early drafts, and pressed me for more information,
better organisation and better writing. Sir John Habakkuk, Joan
Thirsk and Claire Tomalin all read the book. Sir John Habakkuk
pointed me towards important aspects of Eileen Power's family
background, and provided helpful information on a number of
interwar historians. Joan Thirsk was not only a most careful reader:
her own commitment to the 'History Women' has been a constant
support. Claire Tomalin's interest, advice and above all encourage-
ment came at a crucial stage. I am grateful to Richard Fisher and
expecially Ruth Parr at the Cambridge University Press for their
advice on the book, and to Ruth Parr herself for all her hard work in
pushing the book through the process of publication.

This book could not have happened without the papers and
information provided by Lady Cynthia Postan. She has not given me
access to everything she knows and all the papers she has, for some of
these things are entwined with her own life. But she has provided me
with all that she could. She has kept careful guardianship over the
memory of a woman she never knew, the first wife of her husband. It is
to her that we owe the publication of Medieval Women, and I am deeply
indebted to her for her insight into the personality, indulgences and
frivolities that were part of the making of this scholarly woman.

The Robertson sisters, to whom this book is dedicated, have
grown from babies to young girls during the making of this book,
and they think it is time to stop sharing their mother with the Power
sisters. John Robertson, my husband and fellow historian, has been
not just a husband but ca historic friend'. He has read my typescripts
and demanded that I write better, and he has listened with sympathy
and understanding as I have tried to be an economic historian.

(1988), 1-30; Maxine Berg, 'Introduction', in Maxine Berg, The Age of Manufactures: Industry,
Innovation and Work in Britain iyoo-1820 (1st edn, London, 1985), pp. 15-20.
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